
Challenges

Benefits

Schaeffler lab technicians at the Irapuato, Mexico quality
control lab were facing problems with sample preparation 
for quality control and material testing. 

They had issues with cut times being too long, cut quality 
not being good enough, and the machines weren’t intuitive 
enough for operators.

Schaeffler differentiates itself as a manufacturer by ensuring it 
eliminates any defects in its products. To achieve this goal, the 
company needs to analyze the microstructure of its samples 
in a high throughput production environment. Buehler’ Latin 
American Sales Manager worked to get the new AbrasiMet 
XL Pro abrasive saw at one of the Schaeffler facilities.  After 
working with the AbrasiMet XL Pro for one month, Schaeffler 
was thrilled with the performance.

According to the lab manager of Schaeffler Mexico, 
“Buehler’s AbrasiMet XL Pro has been exceeding our 
expectations, the machine easily cuts through samples 
in a short amount of time. Whereas with other machines
you may expect poor cut quality when the cut is fast, we
see exceptional cut quality with this machine.”

Case Study

The Schaeffler Group is a leading global supplier 
to the automotive and industrial sectors. Schaeffler 
is one of the world’s largest family companies and, 
with approximately 170 locations in over 50 coun-
tries, has a worldwide network of manufacturing 
locations, research and development facilities, and 
sales companies. In Mexico, they are a supplier of 
high quality parts for engines and traction systems 
to mostly German automotive manufacturers.   
For more 
www.schaeffler.mx
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Saving time and money

     Buehler’s AbrasiMet XL Pro has 
been exceeding our expectations, 
the machine easily cuts through 
samples in a short amount of time. 
Whereas with other machines you 
may expect poor cut quality when 
the cut is fast, we see exceptional cut 
quality with this machine. 
Lab Manager of Schaeffler Mexico
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“
Smart Cut Function Knows to Adjust
The Variable SmartCut feature automatically adjusts the 
cut speed depending on the strength of the material be-
ing cut. When the cut is over, Schaeffler noticed the good 
quality surface which makes grinding and polishing faster 
and easier. 

Ease of Use for Multiple Operators
Schaeffler operators preferred the AbrasiMet XL Pro be-
cause the machine is easy to use with the main cutting 
features; even recently used saved methods are on the 
main screen.  It is simple to set up the part in the chamber 
and press only a few buttons to start the cut. 

Easy Change of Blades with Quick Lock Nut
Another feature of ease, is that the operators just have to 
hand-tighten and loosen the nut with the Quick Lock Nut 
to keep the blade on the large cutter. This makes the pro-
cess of changing out abrasive blades faster and safer for 
the machine operator.

Buehler Resin Abrasive Blades and Cutter Make a 
Difference
Along with the saw, Schaeffler used Buehler’s new resin 
abrasive blades. Schaeffler noticed that they lasted lon-
ger and switched blades to not only obtain a high quality 
cut, but save time and money also.

Big Cutting Chamber Accommodates More Tasks
The AbrasiMet XL Pro’s larger cutting chamber allows 
Schaeffler to easily maneuver and accommodate two 
parts on the table, saving time in setup by programming 
the machine to make both cuts automatically. This not 
only simplifies the process but frees up the operator to 
perform other tasks during the time it takes to cut the 
samples.

AbrasiMet XL Pro’s features 
made the difference to 
Schaeffler


